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A BOOT UP

THE NORFOLK
COAST
BOOK TWO
Tony Rothe
The Pixz Boot Up Series is fast becoming
a phenomenon in local walks books that
attract families and others to exploring the
countryside in a leisurely way. It includes
short walks for those living in or visiting
popular areas of the country, written by
those who know the area well. They provide
a healthy hour or two of exercise, exploring
parts of Britain’s countryside that the casual
visitor might otherwise miss, pointing out
interesting features along the way. These are
perfect walks for families.
Tony Rothe follows up the success of his first
book of walks on the North Norfolk Coast
with 10 more walks on or near the coast, each
of them offering walkers fresh ideas and giving
a different perspective to a familiar ramble.
Whether following the tideline or walking along
a coastal path, strolling through wooded valleys
or following a winding lane, this convenient
pocket-sized companion is designed to add an
extra dimension to the enjoyment of a
leisurely walk.
The ten walks included here are:
HOLKHAM • STIFFKEY • HOLT •
BLAKENEY • SALTHOUSE • KELLING •
SHERINGHAM • EAST RUNTON •
WOLFERTON • OVERSTRAND

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tony Rothe has lived all his life in
Norfolk, and has a passion for the
North Norfolk coast. Living in Norwich
as a lad, he was never happier than
when staying at his parents’ caravan at
Beeston Regis, where he would spend
many happy hours walking on cliffs and
beaches, or cycling through the countryside, enjoying the wide open skies, the
surging, hungry waves, or just the
stunning coastline views. He lives in
Sheringham, with his wife Maggie and
two children, and works now as a
children’s instructor at a local Field Study
Centre, after many years of producing
sales statistics for a major insurance
company. He is the author of A Boot Up
the Norfolk Coast Book One and A Boot
Up the Norfolk Broads in this series.
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